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For custom localization, the same rules apply as for
localization of the entire game. If you want to make a
localized version of a single game file, and assuming
that you know where the localization text of the entire
game is already, you can copy/paste it into the file you
are working on. However, keep in mind that if you
used different localization for the entire game and
localization for an individual file and go back to the
localization of the entire game, it won't work, as they
are stored in separate.gcf files. If you decide to go
with custom localization, make sure to have
localizations in all languages you support. There's no
way to do this with vanilla localization.txt file. This is
for what I said before, if you want to have the
localization of the entire game and localization of the
individual files, you need to have both. However, if it
was done like this, this would make localization rather
pointless, as you need only the localization for
individual files to work, and then you'd have to leave
the localization of the entire game out of this. For
custom localization, start with the localization of the
entire game. Then go back to the individual files. If
you want to add your own ones, make sure to first
copy all the lines from the vanilla files before adding
your own ones. If you have localization of the entire
game on line, you won't have to do this. We strongly
advise against downloading and copying
localization.txt to your appropriate Windows system
directory. Activision typically does not release
Activision Call of Duty 2 TXT files for download
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because they are bundled together inside of a
software installer. The installer's task is to ensure that
all correct verifications have been made before
installing and placing localization.txt and all other TXT
files for Activision Call of Duty 2. An incorrectly
installed TXT file may create system instability and
could cause your program or operating system to stop
functioning altogether. Proceed with caution.

Localization Txt

when you generate the localization text, you are given
the option to include the generation of the l10n text.
you can select that option on the localization page.

you can choose the language of the text. if you do not
select a language, the language of the application is
used. you can also specify an alias for the locale. this

is used in the language code. for example, en_us
refers to english (us). you can specify an alias as in:
en_us.7.3. for more information about how to use

localization, see the localization page.
build.local.localized = true the above will make all the
messages inside the build.properties file be localized.

note that the messages are stored in the meta-
inf/properties/org/gradle/l10n-plugin/l10n.properties

file. a file with the same name as the build.properties
file will be generated in the build/l10n directory with

the same contents as the build. if localization has been
disabled, then the same file will be generated with a
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name based on the build name. the messages are
configured in this file in a similar way to the build.

build.buildnumber = ${buildnumber} build.duration =
${duration} build.starttime = ${starttime} build.result

= ${result} build.summary = ${summary}
build.buildlabel = ${buildlabel} build.buildlabel.name

= ${buildlabel.name} build.properties =
${buildlabel.properties} build.version =
${buildlabel.version} build.description =

${buildlabel.description} build.title =
${buildlabel.title} build.buildnumber =

${buildnumber} resource txt any build which has a
build.properties file will be translated by default.
localization for this build can be enabled with the

following property: 5ec8ef588b
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